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With the development of internet and multimedia technology, recognition technology
has become a research focus. Object recognition using random forest is a new kind of
approach, which can handle very large scale dataset and has characteristics such as
high precision, good robustness, easy implementation and fast computation. Yet
domestic in this method of study on blank and the article summary has not appeared.
For this reason, research work on object recognition using random forest not only has
some value on computer vision and pattern recognition, but also in hopes of doing this
to inspire domestic research on this method.
This paper pays close attention to image classification and semantic segmentation in
object recognition task. The main research works and innovations are:
1 ． Introduce random forest theory related knowledge, detail for training and
testing algorithm.
2．Study image classification model based on random forest voting mechanism.
Combined with MR8 filter bank, apply this model to material image classification.
3．Import two visual dictionary based on clustering random forest and introduce
bag of word model. Implement semantic texton forest, this forest can be used to
classify image followed with SVMs using pyramid matching kernel.
4．Design region prior segmentation forest based on semantic random forest.
Series semantic texton forest and segmentation forest to do semantic image
classification.
5．Parallelize random forest algorithm using Open MP multi-core programming
language.
Experiment Indicates, image classification and semantic segmentations base on
random forest can achieve high precision, also fast finish training and testing.
Random forest and MR8 filter bank performs well in material image classification.
Parallelize optimization random forest further improves the efficiency.
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